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Alternative Preparation -  GTAPP and OOS Providers - 300-500 completers per year from 
GTAPP. Is certification becoming irrelevant?  If the program is certified, does the graduate need 
to be certified?  To what extent are GTAPP student successful on edTPA?  Are there other states 
that do not require certification?  

****Does CSU pay membership fee to RESA?

Data needed to argue case for colleges and universities over RESAs

Retention data 1, 3, 5 years

TKES and LKES scores

edTPA data

Advertising alternative offerings

Use of innovation rule to develop a competitive program for GTAPP



Innovative Program Rule and the "Mother Rule"

What impact would innovative program have on CAEP accreditation?

What considerations may be given for innovative programs in terms of the mother rule (i.e. 
Admission requirements)

Could innovative programs start off as pilot programs?



Pre-Service Certification part of the reason the pre-service certificate was started was to 
protect us from out of state providers



TCSG Education Degrees vs. MOUs - Some Technical colleges want to start education 
degrees. BOR must approve any Associate Degrees offered by TCSGs.  Articulation agreements 
are the current path, if we are approached regarding degree, send them to the Provost and notify 
USG. 



Online Degree Programs and e-Tuition (and special tuition requests) - audit of cost of 
education, there is a move (or seems to be) to make all tuition the same. 


!



Computer Science, Online Teaching, and CBE 



new degrees that fit into the broader lens of something else. 



***Elevator speech - why should someone study your program?  



Is there a need for creating something like a Regents Teaching Scholar? Could this help 
differentiate an exemplary graduate?

*** Could we somehow assess in order to distinguish students for the various competencies that 
are required for teachers? Fits with development of personal professional development plan.



More data going into Banner now.  Data  must be entered in multiple places (same data).  Data in 
TPMS and data in Banner never match. 



System Accountability

EdTPA GACE, surveys

GPA, SAT

Completer definition is different in TPMS and BOR
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